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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

PRODUCT & CODE

VELLWAX METALLIC WAX
MacoAvell VELLWAX is a Water based metallic paste wax for
decorating, protecting, sealing and polishing a wide variety of
surfaces including, venetian plaster and marmorino plaster
surfaces.
COLOR

UPC

COLOR

W001 Purple

Translucent

W009

K Gold

W002 Translucent
Blue

W010

Copper Gold

W003 Translucent

W011

Emerald Green

W004 Translucent
Green

W012

Rose Gold

W005 Translucent

W013

Navy Blue

W006 Lemon Gold

W014

Dark Grey

W007 Plum Purple

W015

Ruby Red

Silver

Red

UPC

W008 Tuscany Gold

SURFACE PREPARATION

PAINTING CONDITIONS

COVERAGE

PRODUCT APPLICATION

Surfaces to be finished must be clean, dry and free of wax, grease,
scaling paint and mildew.
The wax is formulated for trowel, brush, sponge or cloth
application. After removal of fat, oil and dust, once the surface is
dry proceed with wax application, taking care to even with a
cotton cloth. Apply whether possible in areas with temperatures
not lower than 10/15 °C, with an humidity rate not higher than
70%. The lower the temperature and the higher the humidity, the
longer will be the drying time of the product.
12 fl oz covers approximately 80-100 square feet. Depending on
surface porosity and texture.
Can be apply with soft cloth, sponges or trowel, rub off excess
wax. Initially applies to an opaque finish, but can be buffed with
soft cloth to increase the sheen. Buff off access wax with cloth or
polish machine. Two tone metallic wax can be apply to plaster wall
to achieve multicolor design. Apply Macoavell Vellwax clear wax
after 24 hours to seal and protect.
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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

VELLWAX METALLIC WAX

Appearance
Colour

Clear / Coloured

Odour

Slightly perfumed

Density

0,89 g/cm3

Dry Residual
Drying time (20°C)
Viscosity
Yield

PACKAGING SIZE

Paste

30%+/- 1% weight
20 minutes before polishing.
After 1 hour dry to touch.
800 mPas(23° C)
30/40 gr/m2

12 FL OZ. (355ml) covers approximately 80-100 square feet.
Depending on surface porosity and texture.

Store in a cool, well ventilated place, keep the container close
when not in use. Keep away from heat, flames, sparks and other
sources of ignition. Shelf life of the product is 12 months.

STORAGE

The technical data and suggestions for use contained herein are correct to the best of our knowledge, and
offered in good faith. The statements of this literature do not constitute a warranty, express, or implied, as to
the performance of these products. As conditions and use of our materials are beyond our control, we can
guarantee these products only to conform to our standards of quality, and our liability, if any, will be limited to
replacement of defective materials. All technical information is subject to change without notice.
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